SHOW YOUR SUPPORT VIRTUALLY!

OEA attends
OPS BoE Meeting
1/20/2022

View it on the OEA Facebook page at 6:30pm.

Colleagues,
You are all aware that the surge in COVID cases are increasing. You live it
daily in your buildings. To be safe and setting the examples to follow, we
will not be asking members to attend and filling the BoE meeting with red
shirts in support of the OEA.
OEA has asked some members to speak about the issues impacting your
daily lives in the classroom and the need to address it NOW and not
weeks down the road. You are all exhausted and have been dedicated
to your students, but you cannot maintain this current practice. So, what
is the plan to show support for what is being asked?
THE PLANThe OPS BoE meeting is Thursday, January 20th at 6:30 pm. OEA will be
streaming it on our Facebook page. Show your support by changing your
photo to one of the frames that has been created.
There are frames you can download and save as your profile
picture. They are not the normal frames, as Facebook is now limiting
who can create profile frames.
The recommendation in posting these pics/frames such as an
'Exhausted Educator' or 'Staffing Crisis' just CLICK HERE.
You will need to save it/make your profile picture.
This will begin to pop up on Facebook showing your support to the
OEA and what is being asked of the BoE.
During the public comment section of the meeting, you can react to
what is being stated.
OEA has consistently been professional in all the discussions with the
district. Keep all comments professional and in support of what is being
asked.
Be well,
Robert
OEA President
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